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Ain’t True In America Today
By Louie Overstreet

F
We Face What Comes
he emotional strength of a woman is God’s gift to the world. She
holds the tide from threats and disasters. The storm comes when we least
expect it, but that rumble within your
heart will ignite your armor. Protection
is not external. In all reality it is an internal manifestation of one’s will.
Your personal mental space is the
soul of your movement. Fueling up on
positive energy, thoughts, and your
beautified environment will make
space for understanding. Living moment-to-moment will reduce the strife
that knocks at the unknown. You will
find your way. It is the universal promise that some forget. All will evolve to
another time and your journey will
have another interpretation.
Living intentionally with a focus

T

on your mind, body and spirit is your
stuff. The stuff others might try to
grab away to fertilize their disrupted
existence. No. Give yourself back your
stuff. The stuff that makes you who you
are. The person humanity needs you to
be — authentic.
Power up and remember what your
ancestors gave. The price has already
been paid forward for the pathway to be
clear. Only you control the fog that can
make what is seen suddenly invisible.
Move the static and block the noise that
births anger, self-pity, and sorrow.
You got this. The sun does come out
regardless of circumstance. You can
hold steady or let go. Remember the life
you have is yours and peace is waiting
for you to summon it.

Remember the life you have is yours and
peace is waiting for you to summon it.
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ive sayings that once
defined America are at
best only marginally true
today.
“Women and children
first, and every man for
himself” may have been
true in filling the lifeboats
on the Titanic, but it is
not today. Women’s right
to safe abortions is under
wholesale assault. And at
our southern border, immigrant children are caged and uncared for. However, “every man for himself” remains in
vogue — especially as it relates to political power and greed.
“One [person], one vote” came to be
represented by a narrow 5-4 ruling of the
Supreme Court in 1964, which served as
the basis for the passage of the Voting
Rights Act of 1965. We all know that, after decades of progress, the act was gutted in 2013 — and dealt a death blow in
2021.
“A rising tide lifts all boats” is not
true for poor folks in raggedy row boats
along America’s coastlines, but the tide
of wealth certainly floats the sea-worthy
yachts of the rich.

“A chicken for every pot” can be found in
the homes of families with
six-figure incomes, but in
the homes of families below
the poverty line, the pots at
best contain boiling water to
make potato soup.
“The good, bad, and
ugly”: the good was the generally held belief that if you
worked hard, you could get
ahead in America. The bad was that for
persons of color and women, you had to
do it with the anvils of discrimination
and gender bias weighing you down. The
ugly truth is that acts of oppression and
suppression are more stifling today than
at any time since the 1950s. The only difference is that such acts were once overt;
today they are so covert, it makes the
CIA green with envy.
The foregoing realizations and accompanying frustrations moved me to ask a
dozen or so Facebook friends to contribute essays to my seventh book: “How to
Survive America’s 21st Century: Essays
on Personal Responsibility, Accountability, and Initiative.”

Five sayings that once defined America
are at best only marginally true today.
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Library District, RTC to Offer Free Entertainment Options

T

ransit riders in the Las Vegas metropolitan area can now access free
movies, ebooks, audiobooks and magazines, thanks to a new partnership
between the Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada
(RTC) and the Las Vegas-Clark County Library District.
The Library District is bringing the
library on board all RTC buses through
its easy-to-use Libby app. RTC transit
riders in the Southern Nevada service
area can now join thousands of local
residents who already enjoy this easyto-use, free app.
“Our mission is to connect with the
public, wherever they are, and enable
them to enjoy the library’s digital collection,” said Kelvin Watson, executive
director of the Las Vegas-Clark County Library District. “Our partnership
with the RTC introduces new audiences
to the educational, entertaining, and
life-changing resources that the library
offers every day. This opportunity makes
it easy for riders to learn more about our
programs and offerings, then visit one of

Said M.J. Maynard, RTC Chief Executive Officer. “We are excited about this
meaningful collaboration with the Las
Vegas-Clark County Library District
to bring the library straight to our
transit riders who may not have the
ability to access a library location.”
Using a digital device, riders can access the Libby app with RTC Wi-Fi or
by scanning the QR code inside each
bus. Once downloaded, riders can simply sign up by entering their mobile
number and the library system will instantly verify the new account, allowing immediate access to customers to
begin borrowing eBooks, audiobooks,
magazines and movies at no cost. For
Councilwoman Olivia Diaz, Commissioner Tick Segerblom, Congresswoman Dina Titus, Executive Director Kelvin
Watson, RTC CEO M.J.Maynard, and Chair Brian Wilson
our branches in person for an upgrade to
a free all-access library card, and enter
our wonderful world of discovery!”
“Our agency is committed to increas-

ing accessibility for our customers, and
this is a unique way that we can help support our riders with tools and resources
to grow, learn and enrich their lives.”

those who do not ride the bus, the Libby app is available for all residents and
can be downloaded via the Apple app
store, Google Play, or through QR codes
featured at RTC transit centers, on buses
and bus shelter advertising.
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Sound Decisions
Jayson Stewart is bringing back live music and changing the game while he's at it.
By Tyra Bell-Holland

E

ven a year of canceled and postponed
live entertainment couldn’t deter
JABM founder and CEO Jayson Sawyer, who remains on a trajectory to become
a leading force in live music for Las Vegas
and throughout California.
The latest venue to benefit from Sawyer’s
talents: the 7-acre Craig Ranch Regional
Amphitheater, nestled inside 170 acres
in North Las Vegas.
When he toured the
amphitheater
in
May, Sawyer knew
that he could bring
some
much-deserved
attention
to this little oasis
inside a sprawling
park — complete
with a lake — in
hopes of partnering
with local organizations to enhance the
experience for concertgoers and being
at the center of the
post-COVID comeback.
For
Sawyer,
JABM founder and
JABM is more than
a name — it’s a legacy passed down by his
father. A Black-owned entertainment and
events company, it was founder in 2020 by
a small group of Silicon Valley entrepreneurs with a vision. They formed the company with one mission in mind: pioneering
change across the industry while positively
impacting the communities they serve.
Appointed CEO in January 2020, Sawyer
comes from a tech sales background — having worked most recently at LeanData and
Adobe. Applying business methodologies
typically used in a startup environment,
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Jayson has led JABM in make significant
strides in their first year with several shows
in the Bay area such as “BMW Night Under the Stars” featuring comedian Earthquake. In Las Vegas, his first summer concert at Craig Ranch Amphitheater — with
Cypress Hill, Atmosphere and Producer/
DJ Z-Trip — was triumphant. It was summertime in Las
Vegas, scorching
hot. How would
this affect ticket
sales and attendance? What was
realized is that
this
community was ready to
embrace outdoor
festivals, to celebrate life, and
be connected by
the music which
meant something.
It was more than
a concert; it was
a lifeline to many
and single-handedly placed this
little jewel in the
CEO Jayson Sawyer
desert on the live
music map.
So what’s next? None other than the
queen of neo-soul, Erykah Badu. Quickly
becoming one of the most anticipated shows
coming to Las Vegas.
“As guidelines and restrictions begin to
ease regarding the pandemic, you can expect to see more JABM events being rolled
out nationwide," said Sawyer. "These curated live experiences allow for every patron to
feel like a VIP from the moment they step
into the door. A standard that JABM commits to upholding as the company scales."

Erykah Badu

All were excited at the first Raiders home game.

And the crowd goes crazy at the first Raiders home game.

Magazine launches a
COMMUNITY HEALTH INITIATIVE
October through November 2021!

Go to the Doctor...
The Black Image Magazine Health Initiative will address
disparities in Health Care for people of Color while REACHING
OUT to communities with INFORMATION and RESOURCES to
HELP improve the LIVES of RESIDENTS in Southern Nevada.

There will be:
• Health Symposiums
• Health Fairs
• Health Speaker Network
• Senior Health Outreach
• Fitness Health Activities
• Healthy Food Alternative Outreach
• Our Youth and their Health
• Social Media Health Engagement
and more!

For additional information visit:
Lasvegasblackimage.com
or call 702.615.8216

Crowds fill the bleachers at first Raiders game.

Katrina Wilson

Former Governor Brian Sandoval and Sheryl Thornton
Burnham get into the Raiders spirit.

What kind of person do
you hope our next Mayor
of Las Vegas will be?

I am hoping the next mayor of Las Vegas
is not a person that feels entitled to the
position. I believe we need a fresh face
that has a deep rooted connection to the
City, but is also independent from the
political strongholds this City is accustomed to. Vegas has very tough issues:
affordable housing crisis, a wage shortfall, an overwhelming amount of unemployment fraud, a homeless community
that is growing, and Nevada is projected
to have the nation’s fifth-highest percentage of children living in food insecure
households by the end of the year. The
new mayor needs to not only be educated
on pressing issues, but offer viable solutions that can be implemented quickly.

Rickey Mickey Ormond

Jackee Cahee
We need a mayor who will help people
and build our community.
The entertainment never stopped at the Raiders first
home game.

Tasha Robinson-White
We need a mayor who is authentic. Authenticity is necessary in this world we
live in. Someone who is going to understand that the people matter and never
forget that before they were mayor they
were amongst the people.

A mayor that’s not in a clique. Someone
who comes out of nowhere and plays no
sides. Michelle Fiore got a slap on the
wrist because of being in Goodman’s
clique. We need somebody new. No robots. No yes men. The last 25 years of
our Ward 5 to me has been a joke. Sorry
— nothing at all done to Jackson Street
and Bonanza corner. Nothing. There’s
no way we should have lost the Moulin
Rouge. No fighters. We need a fighter that’s fair. Maybe Frank Hawkins?
I think is the last one who wasn’t a yes
man.
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At The Beach

Scenes from Las Vegas Black Image At The Beach Fundraiser
Las Vegas Black Image: At the Beach was much more
than a sold-out fundraiser to support the magazine’s
Health Initiative — it was a gathering centered on selfcare through fun, friendship and focus in the idyllic La Jolla section of San Diego, Calif. Want to join us next year?
Reach out to cdalasvegas@gmail.com. Until then, enjoy
these scenes from unforgettable festivities that included
an opening meet-and-greet atop Hotel La Jolla, yoga on
the beach, poolside massages, hikes, meditation, and an
evening barbecue followed by a bonfire on the beach.
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Caravan for
Mammogram

continued on page 25 >>

Keeping You Safe, Naturally
Natural gas is essential to our daily lives, and Southwest
Gas works 24-7 to ensure the safety of our communities.

N

atural gas plays a major role in our
everyday lives — from cooking family meals and providing hot water for
showers to helping with the production
of local goods.
When properly used and maintained,
natural gas appliances are very safe.
Because natural gas pipelines are underground, they may be in the area of
non-customers — so it’s important to be
aware of the measures taken by utility
companies like Southwest Gas to ensure
the safety of customers and the community at-large.
Southwest Gas consistently patrols
and maintains the natural gas lines in
its system and is committed to operating
safe natural gas pipelines that meet or
exceed all local, state and federal regulations. However, gas leaks do sometimes occur so here are some safety
reminders regarding how to recognize a
natural gas leak.
In its original state, natural gas is
odorless —so an element called Mercaptan is added to make it easily identifiable. This emits an odor similar to sulfur
or rotten eggs, an easily distinguishable
scent that may be the sign of a natural
gas leak. In addition to smelling the dis-
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tinct odor, there are other factors to pay
attention to when identifying a potential
leak. These include the sound of hissing
or roaring coming from the ground, natural gas infrastructure or appliances;
seeing dirt or water blowing into the air;
and standing water that is continuously
bubbling. If any of these are witnessed,
do not turn any electrical switches on or
off, start or stop a car engine, or use an
automated garage door. It’s recommended to leave the area immediately and
call 911 and Southwest Gas at 877-8606020.
Homeowners, businesses and contractors can also play a role in keeping
their communities safe. Prior to beginning any digging project — whether it’s
planting a shrub or digging a pool, it’s
required that a call is made to 811 at
least two working days in advance. All
utility-owned underground lines will be
marked so they can be avoided when digging. This prevents damaging a line that
could disrupt service to a neighborhood,
lead to evacuations, or cause property
damage. To learn more about natural
gas safety, visit swgas.com/en/safety.

Poor Righteous Teaching
By Joseph Gaccione

A poverty simulation at UNLV helps the next generation of
healthcare workers better relate to the people they’ll serve.

E

ighty students in UNLV’s health
schools are learning firsthand what
it is like to live with very limited financial resources. On Sept. 25, they took
part in a poverty
simulation — an
interprofessional,
experiential exercise that puts students in scripted
roles that teach
greater empathy
and contextualize
healthcare
serUNLV Poverty
vices that exist in
our society.
Students from the UNLV School of
Nursing, the Kirk Kerkorian School of
Medicine at UNLV, and the UNLV School
of Dental Medicine are randomly put into
low-income families based on premade
kits.
They perform different daily routines
— like going to school or looking for work
— in four 15-minute intervals that simulate a full month. They also keep up with
rent, utilities, medical bills, and other
living expenses. Other participants represent community agencies like social

services, grocery stores, and childcare.
UNLV faculty and staff stress this
event is not a game. “Even though this
is a simulation, these are actual people's lives,” says
Jennifer
Young,
Director of Community
Engagement for the Kirk
Kerkorian School
of Medicine. “Poverty is simply a set
of circumstances. I
think particularly
Simulation
for this state and
the city, we've seen ups and downs, and I
don't think anyone is immune.”
From eviction to jail to juvenile hall,
there are consequences in the simulation
that mirror real life. In some cases, it
can trigger emotional responses from
students who grew up in these conditions.
Facilitators say the activity emphasizes
the difficulty of poverty and stresses the
importance of empathy in their roles as
healthcare providers.
Gaccione is Associate Director of Communications at the UNLV School of Nursing

One in eight women
will face breast cancer.
Support breast cancer awareness

cccnevada.com

|

702.952.3350
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We want to hear
from ALL Nevadans!

How do you think Nevada
should spend the $2.7 billion?
Strengthening Education
Access to Workforce Training
Affordable Housing and Childcare
Access to Health Care and
Medical Services
Other: ______

Scan the QR Code to tell us
what YOU think!
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Get a dental check-up,
we’ll pick up the tab.

Helping Nevada Medicaid members take charge of their dental health.

LibertyDentalPlan.com | TEXT: "NVHBP" to 22925
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A qualified professional
dedicated to creating opportunity
to all who call Vegas home.

kara4lvmayor.com

Paid for and authorized by Kara Jenkins for Las Vegas Mayor

What if a
conversation
could keep
our city
alive?
Our city is still at risk. Our jobs are in jeopardy. Our economy is still walking on the

thin wire of COVID-19. What if you could save us all with a simple act? It’s easy. Take
a pledge to get one friend or loved one to get the vaccine. It’s approved, it’s safe,
and it’s the key to keeping our city OPEN.
It’s not too late. Take the pledge.

Find a vaccine clinic and take the pledge at NVCOVIDFighter.org.

HISTORIC BLACK VEGAS

The Fire Inside
By Claytee D. White

How James Walker
and Monroe
Williams began
changing the face of
the Las Vegas Fire
Department.

T

he story of the Black
presence in the City of
Las Vegas Fire Department
begins with James Walker and Monroe
Williams. That beginning ends with
Dave Washington, who became the first
Black fire chief and the trajectory continued into near-equality. In the 1960s,
systemic racism in employment filtered
through many job categories.
When opportunity struck, Williams
was working at a local market in the
Westside community.

“I was working behind
the meat counter as a butcher in Ranch Market. A guy
named James Walker came
in and we were talking at
the meat counter. He said,
“I’m planning on going to
the fire department.
I said, 'The fire department? I never thought about
that.' So he said, 'Why don’t
you go down and put in an
application?' So I did.
“He and I got on and started the training program together. They took one bed
and put our names on the bed. They separated us by putting him on one shift and
putting me on the other shift. So he slept
in the bed on one shift and then the next
shift, I slept in the same bed.”
They were the first Blacks in the department. Walker left for different opportunities but Williams became a captain

after 18 years with the department.
“After 18 years, I made captain, which
was kind of unique because there was an
ad in the paper that stated that today,
four people were promoted to captain,"
said Williams. "John Doe had been on
the fire department for six years, John
Smith had been on the department for 8
years, and Joe Doe had worked for ten
years. And Monroe Williams has been
on the fire department for 18 and a half
years.”
In those 18 ½ years, Williams blazed a
trail for many other Blacks including the
man who would become the first Black
fire chief, Dave Washington. He entered
the department in 1974, after the time
when the dinner plate used by a Black
person would be thrown in the garbage
so no one else would have to use it. Standing on the shoulders of many black men,
Washington paved the way for women to
enter the department.

“I was a training officer when women first came on the department," said
Washington. "I overheard brothers saying, ‘They’re going to be taking our jobs.’
I told them no one’s going to take your
job if you are prepared for that next promotion. I just believe that everybody has
a right to choose a type of employment.
I've seen women that make some men
look like chumps.”
Washington became fire chief in 2001.
Serving as the chief wasn’t always easy.
I had a praise team because [people
and issues] were coming at me every
kind of way they could, Washington said.
"I also had a civilian advisory board. I
did not use them often but I recruited
them after my first two or three years as
a fire chief. But as far as the praise team
– I would often say, 'Let’s go to lunch,
I need a special prayer.' Or sometimes
these people would just call me and say,
'I’m going to pray for you today.

Ten Ways to Teach Your Kids About Money
By Craig Kirkland, EVP/Director of Retail Banking, Nevada State Bank

I

f you want your children
to become successful
and responsible adults,
start by teaching them
how to make good choices about money. Follow
these 10 steps to give
your kids a good financial education:
1. Prepare yourself to
be a good teacher. Tap into the myriad
of online tools and resources that teach
you how to explain money management
to your kids.
2. Talk with them about money. Carve
out a time when you’re not distracted by
TV or digital devices, then have a real

conversation and actively listen
to what they say.
3. Give them a weekly
allowance. The amount itself
is not important. It’s the fact
that you are entrusting them
with money and guiding them
on how to make good choices in
spending and saving it.
4. Even small children
can learn how to save. Get an old-fashioned piggy bank or use any kind of container with a lid. Then, go through the
steps of counting the money and putting
it away in the bank.
5. Explain why it’s important to save a
portion of their money, how it’s possible

to save up for a large purchase, and how
compound interest works. Set savings
goals and track how you’re doing.
6. Open a savings account in their
name. Although bank accounts can easily be opened online, bring them into a
bank branch so they see how money is
handled and how banks work.
7. Show older children how to leverage
technology in banking – how you can deposit a check with your phone or tablet,
pay bills online, check activity on your
account, etc.
8. Talk about wants versus needs.
Then, try to model the behavior. If
you’re shopping, point out which things
are necessary and which are only “nice

to have.”
9. Talk to older kids about responsible
use of credit, including the pitfalls of using too much credit. Explain how interest and fees can make it difficult to pay
back what’s been borrowed.
10. Let them know that you envision
a bright future for them. “When you go
to college…”; “When you start your own
business…”; “When you buy your first
home…”
Financial literacy has a myriad of
benefits and can help ensure that children develop good money habits and
achieve financial success throughout
their lives.

Financial literacy has a myriad of benefits and can help
ensure that children develop good money habits
LasVegasBlackImage.com 19
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NV 89107
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* Extended day child care available at this location.
Las Vegas,
NVHead
89106
Las Vegas, NV
o Early
Start available at this location.
* Extended day child care available at this location.
702.954.4777
o Early Head Start available at this location. 702.799.1844

89106

Way

702.566.1048

Las Vegas,
NV 89101
2901
Harris Avenue
702.799.7048
Herb
Las
Vegas,
NVKaufman
89101
251 W.Community
Boston Avenue
Stupak
Las Vegas,Center
NV 89122
LasW.
Vegas,
NVAvenue
89102
251
Boston
702.434.5329
702.685.6565
Las
Vegas, NV 89102

702.685.6565
Reynaldo Martinez

2901 Harris Avenue

Starts November 1st.
Open enrollment is when you + your family can receive name-brand health
insurance from Nevada Health Link at a discounted price.
Shop & Compare Health Insurance
Find the Best Prices in Nevada
Free Help From our Navigators
Find the Perfect Plan for You

Window Shop Now to Pick Your Plan:

Check
Today
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HEALTHIER YOU

Addressing disparities in the
impacts of breast cancer
By Dr. Annette Mayes OB/GYN

A

s we acknowledge
Breast
Cancer
Awareness Month for
October, it is important to also be aware
of health disparities.
Black and white women in the United States
are diagnosed with
breast cancer at about
the same rate, but
Black women are 40 percent more likely
to die of it.
Many breast cancer survivors are
advocating to overcome the disparities
in treatment between white women and
women of color. Inequities infiltrate everything from who gets screened for genetic mutations like BRCA — which significantly raise a person’s risk of breast
cancer — to which populations are being

studied in clinical trials for new
cancer therapies.
Researchers need to better understand how breast cancer shows
up in Black women and the lack of
representation in clinical trials.
Guidelines published March 2018
in Journal of the American College
of Radiology recommend that doctors use screening methods such
as an MRI or ultrasound when
screening high-risk groups for breast
cancer, including Black women.
Black women are also more than 10 percent more likely than white women to develop breast cancer before age 50. And
a study of women over the age 40, (published in Cancer Medicine) found that
breast density was a significant factor in
Black women who were diagnosed with
aggressive subtypes of breast cancer, in-

Rest in Peace

Melvin "Beetle” Ennis
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Rashad “DJ Certified” Mullins

cluding triple-negative. The study found
that Black women were 2.7 times more
likely than white women to be diagnosed
with triple-negative breast cancer.
Research is certainly going to be a
huge driver of improvement in health
disparity — identifying where the disparities exist and understanding their
causes, whether these be biological differences, social determinants of health,
provider bias, and more. Collaboration
between patient advocacy groups, innovative technology offerings, academics
and life sciences researchers — breaking down these silos — will be crucial as
well in addressing this complex issue.
For more information, call Las Vegas
All Women’s Care at (702) 522-9640. Or
visit us at 700 Shadow Lane #165 in Las
Vegas.

Isn’t the best time to
continue building your
legacy right now?

Owning a home isn’t just about finances—
it’s about building a future. Our Community
Homeownership Commitment1 can help
new homebuyers with:
Down payment help up to $10,000 or 3% of
the purchase price, whichever is less. Product
availability and income restrictions apply.2
Closing cost help up to $7,500 as a lender credit.3
Down payments as low as 3% down.
Income limits apply.4

WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE THE POWER TO DO?

Learn more: bankofamerica.com/homeowner

You are invited to apply. Your receipt of this material does not mean you have been prequalified or pre-approved for any product or service we offer. This is not a commitment to lend; you must submit additional information for review and approval.
1. Down Payment program and America’s Home Grant program: Qualified borrowers must meet eligibility requirements such as being owner-occupants and purchasing a home within a certain geographical area. Maximum income and loan amount limits apply. Minimum combined loan-to-value must be
greater than or equal to 80%. The home loan must fund with Bank of America. Bank of America may change or discontinue the Bank of America Down Payment Grant program or America’s Home Grant program or any portion of either without notice. Not available with all loan products, please ask for details.
2. Additional information about the Down Payment program: Down Payment program is currently limited to two specific mortgage products. Program funds can be applied toward down payment only. Borrowers cannot receive program funds as cash back in excess of earnest money deposits. Down Payment
Grant program may be considered taxable income, a 1099-MISC will be issued, consult with your tax advisor. May be combined with other offers. The Bank of America Down Payment Grant program may only be applied once to an eligible mortgage/property, regardless of the number of applicants. Homebuyer
education is required.
3. Additional information about the America’s Home Grant program: The America’s Home Grant program is a lender credit. Program funds can only be used for nonrecurring closing costs including title insurance, recording fees, and in certain situations, discount points may be used to lower the interest rate.
The grant cannot be applied toward down payment, prepaid items or recurring costs, such as property taxes and insurance. Borrowers cannot receive program funds as cash back.
4. Maximum income and loan amount limits apply. Fixed-rate mortgages (no cash out refinances), primary residences only. Certain property types are ineligible. Maximum loan-to-value (“LTV”) is 97%, and maximum combined LTV is 105%. For LTV >95%, any secondary financing must be from an approved
Community Second Program. Homebuyer education may be required. Other restrictions apply.
Credit and collateral are subject to approval. Terms and conditions apply. This is not a commitment to lend. Programs, rates, terms and conditions are subject to change without notice. Bank of America, N.A., Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender.
©2021 Bank of America Corporation. America’s Home Grant, Bank of America Community Homeownership Commitment, Bank of America and the Bank of America logo are registered trademarks of Bank of America Corporation. MAP3623794 | AD-BAAM8433000 | 06/2021

MAKING OUR PEOPLE COUNT.
At Southwest Gas, we believe that diverse teams bring different
perspectives that lead to better solutions. We’re proud to
champion an environment of belonging in which all people
aren’t only welcomed, but encouraged to bring their innovation
and creativity to work each day to achieve their career goals
with us. That’s why our Diversity, Equity and Inclusion initiative
goes beyond counting our people – we make our people count.
Learn more at swgas.com.

<< continued from p12

MGM Donates $500K to Build
Westside Farming Facility

Historic Westside Farming Facility will be located within
James Gay Park.

T

he City of Las Vegas will use funding supplied to the Mayor’s Fund for
Las Vegas LIFE from MGM to acquire
two ready-built, plug-and-play container
growing facilities. The prebuilt, 40-foot
shipping containers (manufactured by
Freight Farms in Boston)
are
climate-controlled
and can operate year
round — providing approximately 320 square
feet of vertical growing
space and producing the
output of nearly 3.5 acres
of flat farming each, or
8 tons of produce. The
containers provide diversified crop production
capability: their systems
City Councilman
can grow lettuce, leafy
greens, herbs, vining berries and vegetables, root vegetables and flowers, allowing the community to grow produce
that is needed and desired by its residents. Once the container operations are
launched, they provide their first harvestable crops within eight weeks.
The containers are anticipated to be
placed and operational by early 2022.
While the immediate focus would be to
provide produce to support the community, excess produce would be available

for sale to the public and community
partners to help support the ongoing operations of the facilities, which would be
operated by a community-based organization. All revenues generated would be
reinvested to the growing operations and
supporting facilities in the
Historic Westside.
The facility also will
build community by providing a much-needed
neighborhood hub, and
will celebrate community
through trainings, programming and events that
inform, educate and celebrate cultural food traditions, as well.
According to City CounCedric Crear
cilman Cedric Crear, “This
investment by MGM in the Historic
Westside demonstrates the company’s
commitment to our community, and to
addressing long-standing challenges
unique to this neighborhood by investing
in creative solutions. I applaud MGM’s
involvement in making this important
project a reality. The legacy this will
have will shape not only Historic Westside in a positive way, but has the potential to be a model that can be replicated
citywide and across the country.”
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Time to
own it.
It’s more than just
a home you own,
it’s your family’s future.

When you become a homeowner you own a greater
share of your future, and the legacy you leave behind.
U.S. Bank is here to help you prepare for homeownership
— with ﬁnancial education, guidance from our bankers,
and tools and tips to help you start from a position of
strength. Visit usbank.com/OwnIt to learn more.

Member FDIC. ©2021 U.S. Bank
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The Only Fully Accredited

Occupational
Therapy
Doctorate
Program in the
State of Nevada

Have a job waiting for you at the end of
your program.
Apply for our OTD program!

Touro University Nevada is accredited by the WASC Senior College and University Commission (WSCUC)
as a branch campus of Touro University California and licensed in Nevada by the Commission on
Post-Secondary Education. Touro University Nevada does not discriminate on the basis of race, ethnicity,
age, sex, gender, color, creed, national origin, religion, sexual orientation or disability. In April 2018, The
School of Occupational Therapy achieved a seven-year full accreditation for the entry-level doctorate
degree by the Accredidation Council for Occupational Therapy Education (ACOTE) of the American
Occupational Therapy Association (AOTA), located at 6116 Executive Boulevard, Suite 200, Bethesda, MD
20852-4929. ACOTE’s Telephone Number, C/O AOTA, is 301-652-AOTA and its web address is
www.acoteonline.org.

tun.touro.edu/OT
LEARN MORE

702-777-1750
@TUNAdmissions
874 American Pacific Drive, Henderson, Nevada 89014

